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'Chaiops' is entering the beverage industry as a distinctive business'Chaiops' is entering the beverage industry as a distinctive business
model. We have a strong desire to expand our franchise with immensemodel. We have a strong desire to expand our franchise with immense
potential contestants. Our aim to preserve tea's image in a nation withpotential contestants. Our aim to preserve tea's image in a nation with
different flavors and offer a partnership and business opportunity todifferent flavors and offer a partnership and business opportunity to
investors. Business is like a TEA, drink before it gets cold.investors. Business is like a TEA, drink before it gets cold.

We at Chaiops are coming with an idea to let every tea loverWe at Chaiops are coming with an idea to let every tea lover
throughout the nation taste our tea type. With this beverage servingthroughout the nation taste our tea type. With this beverage serving
concept, we want to take people to the retro world of ‘Guram Chai Kiconcept, we want to take people to the retro world of ‘Guram Chai Ki
Pyali’ serving the best-brewed tea with a line of lip-smackingPyali’ serving the best-brewed tea with a line of lip-smacking
beverages to enhance your tea time experience with us.beverages to enhance your tea time experience with us.

No matter you want to have a Kadak Chai after your hectic con-calls orNo matter you want to have a Kadak Chai after your hectic con-calls or
relish a cup of elaichi Chai on a romantic date with the love of your life,relish a cup of elaichi Chai on a romantic date with the love of your life,
we at Chaiops have made arrangements to make your tea-time trulywe at Chaiops have made arrangements to make your tea-time truly
valuable.valuable.

Having so many international brands in the market has made theHaving so many international brands in the market has made the
present generation untie the strings with an ancient and heritage-richpresent generation untie the strings with an ancient and heritage-rich
drink like Chai. And our motive of bringing Chaiops is to refuel thedrink like Chai. And our motive of bringing Chaiops is to refuel the
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eminence of connecting to the roots of our culture and values overeminence of connecting to the roots of our culture and values over
again.again.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/chaiops-10396http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/chaiops-10396
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